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ON A PROBLEM OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 
Ivo MAREK 
(Received July 31, 1964.) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In several parts of mathematical physics, and in particular in the theory of nuclear 
reactors, one often meets with the following problem: To determine a value y0 ef = 
= <y_oo, 7oo> <= (— oo, + oo) such that/i 0(y 0) = 1 holds for the dominant eigenvalue 
ju0(y) of an operator-function T = T(y). 
It is assumed that the operator-function T = T(y) is positive in some sense and 
depends on y e F continuously. For the effective construction of the parameter y0 
it is useful if the derivative V = (d/dy) Texists but this condition is not necessary. 
In this paper we shall deal with the solution of a problem originated by abstraction 
from concrete data of some physical problems. By specifying the corresponding 
Banach spaces and operators in these spaces and also various concepts of positiveness 
one obtains solutions of concrete problems of mathematical physics. The method 
which will be described seems to be suitable because of the often repetition of the 
considerations which must be done in any particular case. Besides of this fact the 
properties of spaces and operators will excell, which seems to be essential for the 
solution of the problem meanwhile the unessential properties which are used for 
solving of some concrete special problems fall off and the problem is thus formally 
easier and clearer. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The following notation will be used: 
oy — real Banach space, its elements, x, y, z, ..., 
% — complex extension of ®J9 z = x + iy, x9 y e &, 
®f' and 9£' — space of linear continuous forms on ®f or $£ respectively, 
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\j&\ or \pC\ — space of linear bounded operators mapping %/ or 3C into itself, 
I — identity operator, 
T — complex extension of the operator T, 
Tz = T(x + iy) = Tx + ITy , x j e f , 
T* — adjoint operator to T, 
T* — complex extension of T*, 
CF(T) — spectrum of T, 
K(A, T) - resolvent of T, R(A, T) = (AT - T)" 1 , 
r(T) — spectral radius of T, 
$t(T) — set of functions f which are analytical on all connected components of 
the open domain A(f) => O(T) (see [12], p . 288), 
Jf — a cone of positive elements in °J/ (see [4]). 
Since no misunderstanding can occur, the symbol II. || will be used for the norms 
in all the Banach spaces considered. 
We shall assume that the cone Jf has the following property: Every x e f can 
be expressed in the form 
(2.1) x = lim cn(xn - yn) , xn, yn e J f , cn > 0 . 
»-* 00 
The uniqueness of (2.1) is not needed. 
We shall write x -< y or y >~ N if y — x e X'. 
Definition 1, An operator Te\^\ is called ^-positive (or merely positive) if 
TxeJf for x e X . 
Definition 2, An operator Te\(W\ is called u0-positive if there is an u0eJT, 
| |uo| = 1, such that for every x e Jf, x 4= 0 there are positive numbers a = a(x), 
p = p(x) and a positive integer p = p(x) such that 
(2.2) au0 -< T
px < f$u0 . 
Definition 3. An operator Te \&\ is called a Radon-Nicolski operator. (RN-
operator) if it can be expressed in the form T = U + V, where U e \&\, Ve [52f], 
U is a compact operator and 
(2.3) r(T)>r(V). 
Some properties of RN-operators were investigated in [6], [9]. 
Definition 4. An u0-positive operator T is called strongly u0-positive if for every 
y E °2/ there existe a positive number O = g(y) and a positive integer q = q(y) 
such that 
(2.4) QT
qy < u0 . 
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Definition 5. An operator Te [ # ] is called a majorant operator if there is an 
eigenvalue JJL0 e o(T) such that 
(2.5) W < N 
for all X e G(F), X #= jn0. 
It is known that a strongly u0-positive RN-operator is majorant [9]. Further 
conditions for the majorancy of some positive operators may be found in [1], [3], 
[8], [10]. 
Definition 6. An operator-function T= T(y), y e T = <j_oo, y+0oX
 IS called 
continuous at y0e F if to any e > 0 there is a S > 0 such that ||T(y) — ̂ (yo)!!
 < e 
holds for all yeT with \y — y0| < S; T= T(y) is called differ entiable at y0eT 
if there is an operator T'(y0) e [ # ] such that 
T'(y0) = lim \ \T(y0 + h) - T(y0J] 
h->o h 
in the norm of \f%\ If T = T(y) is continuous or differ entiable at all y e T, then 
we say that it is continuous or differ entiable in F. 
Definition 7. Let T= T(y) be an operator-function, yeT, and let fi0(y) be a 
dominant eigenvalue of the operator T(y) i.e. 
W < Wr)| 
holds for any X e o(T(y)), X 4= /Lo(y). The value y0 e F for which,p.0(y0) = 1 is called 
a critical value of the operator-function T = T(y). 
Definition 8. A vector veX is called u0-positive if there is a positive number 
f] = rj(v) such that r\v > u0. 
Definition 9. A cone JT cz <W is called norm monotone, if \\x\\ ^ ||j>|| for all 
x -< y in Jf. 
3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Given a family T = T(y), yeT=(y^O0, y+00> of u0-positive operators, mapping 
a real Banach space ®J into itself. It is assumed that the operator-function T = T(y) 
is continuous in F. Furthermore it is assumed that to every T(y) there corresponds 
a function fe 2I(T) for which f(T(y)) = U(y) + V(y), where U(y), V(y)e [<$/], 
U(y) is a compact operator, and that for the spectral radii R = r(f(T(y))), r = 
= r(v(y)) the inequality R > r holds. It is shown that every T(y) has a dominant 
positive eigenvalue value ^o(?) a n d that this value is a simple pole of the resolvent 
R(lT(y)). ' 
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Our first object is to guarantee the existence and the uniqueness of a y0 e F for 
which fi0(y0) = 1, and second, to construct the value y0 and also the eigenvector 
corresponding to the eigenvalue /Lo(/o)- Moreover, we shall also exhibit examples 
of concrete problems from mathematical physics which lead to the scheme considered 
here. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A CRITICAL PARAMETER 
The purpose of this paragraph is a proof of the following proposition and its 
consequences. 
Theorem 1. Assume that 
(a) The operator T(y) is strongly u0-positive for every y e F. 
(b) There exists a function / e2I (T(y)) such that f(T(y)) = U + V is an RN-
operator. 
(c) The operator-function T = T(y) is continuous in F. 
(d) For every u0-positive vector x e f and arbitrary yx < y2, yu y2 e F there is 
a positive number a = a(yu y2, x) such that 
(4.1) [T(7l)- T(y2)\x>ax. 
(e) The operator-function T = T(y) is differ entiable in T. 
Then the following assertions hold: 
1. There exists a dominant positive eigenvalue pi0(y) of the operator T(y) for 
any y e F; this eigenvalue is a simple pole of R(X, T(y)), the corresponding eigen-
vector x0(y) lies in J f and x0(y) has the property that from vy = T(y)y for some v, 
y 4= o, y e Jf, there follows y = c x0(y)for some c > 0. 
2. The function JI0 = fi0(y) is continuous decreasing in F. 
3. The function fi0 = fi0(y) is differ entiable in F. 
Before proving theorem 1 we shall show some assertions needed which are proved 
in [6] under stronger assumptions than here. Namely, in [6] it is assumed that JT 
is a productive cone i.e. any y e f has the form y = yx — y2 with yu y2 e C/C, 
and that Tis a strongly JT-positive operator (for the definition see [4]). The corres-
ponding proofs are similar. 
Theorem A. Let a ^-positive operator be such that f(T) = U + V is an RN-
operator, where feS!l(T), \f(X)\ > r(V) for |A| = r(T). Then T has at least one 
positive eigenvalue p,0, and to this eigenvalue there corresponds at least one posi-
tive eigenvector x0 e Jf. 
Theorem B. Let T be an Ctf-positive operator such that f(T) = U + V is an 
RN-operator, where feSa(T), |/(A)| > r(V) for \X\ = r(T), and let there exist 
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a vector v e Jf, ||v|| = 1, a positive integer p and a positive number P such that 
(4.2) Tpv > fiv . 
Then there exists an eigenvalue fi0 e o(T) such that 
(4.3) Po^t/P, W^A-o 
for all X e o(T). Moreover, the eigenvector x0 corresponding to the eigenvalue /L0 
lies in Jf*. 
Theorem C. Let T be a strongly u0-positive operator such that f(T) = U + V 
is an RN-operator, where f e s2l(T), |/(A)| > r(V)fOr |A| = r(T). Then the spectrum 
o(T) contains a dominant positive eigenvalue JI0 of T To this eigenvalue there 
corresponds a u0-positive eigenvector x0 with the property that vy = Ty for some v, 
y =N O, y e «#", implies that y = cx0for some c > 0. The value }i0 is also a dominant 
eigenvalue of the adjoint operator T* ana7 the eigenfunctional x'0 corresponding to 
fi0 is strictly positive. In other words, 
(4.4) T*x0 - /i0x0 , x0(x) > 0 for x e f , x + o , |A| < /i0 
fOr X e O(T*), A + /i0. 
Moreover, the value fi0 is a simple pole of the resolvents R(X, T) and R(A, T*). 
Note that theorems A, B, C are generalizations of theorems 6.1 — 6.3 from [4]. 
The proofs are similar. 
P r o o f of t h e o r e m 1. Let yu y2 e F, yt < y2. From assumption 1 and theorem C 
there follows the validity of the first part of the theorem 1. There exist eigenvalues 
Mo(?i)? 1*0(72)
 a n d uo-positive eigenvectors x0(Vi)> x0(y2) such that 
T(y,) x0(y1) = iA0(y{) x0(yt) , T(y2) x0(y2) = fi0(y2) x0(y2) , 
|A| < Mo(Vi) f o r A e f f ( T ( t i ) ) > A * Mov7i)> 
|A| < /I-0(y2)
 f o r A G <r(T(y2)) , • -A # ju0(72). 
From (d) it follows that 
T(?i) *o(72) = T(y2) x0(y2) + [T( 7 l ) - T(y2)] x0(y2) > 
>- Mo(y2) ^o(y2) +
 a ^o(y2); 
thus, according to theorem B there is an eigenvalue v of the operator T(y{) and 
a corresponding eigenvector y e Jf. Moreover 
v ^ l'o(y2) + a > ^0(72) > |A| S v 
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for A e o-(F(7i))- Hence and from theorem C there follows 
y = c x0(y1) , v = fi0(yi). 
Therefore ju0(y2) < ."o(7i)«
 T r i u s w e h a v e Proved that the function pi0 = /i0(y) 
is decreasing in F. Its continuity follows easily from assumption (c). 
The differentiability of pi0 = p0(y) is guaranteed by the assumption (e), but since 
in the proof requires some deeper results from the spectral theory, it will be performed 
in detail. 
Lemma 1. Let the operator-function T = T(y) have the properties decribed in the 
assumptions of theorem 1. Then there exists the operator 
(4.5) *i(?) = lim |>0(y)]-" T"(y) 
n-+ oo 
and the operator-function Bt — Bt(y) is continuous and differentiate in F. The 
vector Bt(y) x, where x e Jf, x 4= o, y e F, is u0-positive, and 
(4.6) ti0(y)Bl(y)x = T(y) Bx(y) x 
holds for every y e F. 
Proof. The existence of the limit in (4.5) and (4.6) were proved in [7, theorem 1]. 
The u0-positivity of T(y) implies that Bx(y) x 4= o and thus B{(y) x is an eigenvector 
of the operator T(y). 
Let the form x' e <&' be strictly positive. The existence of such a form is a conse-
quence of theorem C We shall investigate the function \J/ defined by 
xTTjyĵ OOxH 
¥W .x'(B.(7)x«») ' 
where x (0 ) e jf, x (0 ) * o; thus x'(Bt(y) x
(0)) + 0 for y e T. 
Lemma 2. Tfce operator-function Bt = Bt(y) is differentiable in T. 
Proof. Let y, y + fc e T. Then [7] 
v(y, fc) = 7 [B.(y + fc) - B^y)] = 
ft 
--- Г - R(A, % + fc)) dA - - L ґ - R(A, T(y)) dA , 
2 л t J c v + (lfc 2лiJCyh 
where 
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Cy+Il = {A | |A - n0(y + fc)| < r y + „ } 
Cy = {A | |A - A*o(y)| < ry) 
are circles with radii so small that 
Ky+h = {A I |A - fi0(y + h)\ ^ ry+h} , 
Ky = {A | |A - fi0(y)\ g ry} 
imply 
* ( % ) ) n Ky = {/i0(y)} , <r(f(y + h)) n K y + , = {n0(y + h)} 
It is easy to see that for sufficiently small h 
V(ľ •*) = ; M |[K(A,f(y + h))-P(A,T(y))]dA. 
27TlJCy A 
From the identity for resolvents 
R(A, A) - K(A, B) = R(A, A) (A - B) R(A, B), 
which holds for arbitrary A, B e [tT~\ if A ^ G(A) U <r(B), we obtain, first, that 
R(A, f (y + h)) -> R(A, f(y)) if ft -^ 0, and second, 
V(y, h) = -L f R(A, % + A)) A [f(y + ft) - f(y)] R(A, T(y)) dA 
2 ™ J cy A 
so that 
ßi(ľ) = lim V(ľ, h) = i - R(A, f ( ľ ) ) Г( ľ) Я(Я, f ( ľ)) dл 
ti->0 271 i 
" — y 
Hence lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 3. The function ij/ = i//(y) 15 differentiable in F. 
The p r o o f of this lemma is very simple. It suffices to determine the limit 
lim - [il/(y + h) - iA(y)] • 
/i->o A 
This can be carried out similarly as in the proof of lemma 2 by using lemma 2 and 
differentiability of T = T(y) and Bx == B^y). 
From lemma 3 there follows differentiability of /t0 = fi0(y), since evidently 
x ( B i ( ľ ) x
( 0 ) ) 
Thus theorem 1 is proved completely. 
Easily one can prove the following 
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Lemma 4. Let T' = T'(y) be a continuous operator-function in F. Then the deriv-
ative JLI'0 = jn'0(y) is continuous in F. 
Theorem 2. Let the cone J f c f k norm monotone. Let the assumptions (a) — (c) 
of theorem 1 be fulfilled. Let there exist a positive number s0 independent of x, 
and a nonnegative number s = s(x) such that 
(4.7) T(y) x - y < s(x) u0 if y -> y + a) , 0 g s(x) < s0 < 1 
for all x e 3f with ||x|| = 1. Further let there exist a number A _ 1 such lhat 
(4.8) T(y_„)x(°>>zl^0> 
for- O suitable vector x(0) e J/T, ||x(0)|| = 1. Fhcrc lhcrc exists precisely one critical 
parameter y0 e F Of thc operator-function T = T(y). 
Proof. The existence of a critical parameter is guaranteed by theorems B and 1. 
According to theorem B there are x0 = x0(y_O0), ||x0|| = 1 and /t0 = jUo(y-oo) = 
= A = 1 such that /i0x0 = T(y_^) x0. From (4.7) it follows that r(T(y)) < 1 for y 
sufficiently near y + o0. Hence fi0(y) < 1 for these y. The assertion of theorem 2 is then 
a consequence of the continuity and monotonicity of the function JI0 = jn0(y). 
R e m a r k . Evidently, condition (4.7) is fulfilled if 
(4.9) I W y ) l l < - -
holds for at least one y e F. 
5. SPECTRAL RADIUS OF THE SUM OF TWO JT-POSITIVE OPERATORS 
From the assumptions of the previous section the most complicated condition 
to verify is usually that the operator T considered, or some function f(T) = U + V 
of it, is an RN-operator, and particularly that there holds the inequality 
r(f(T))>r(V). 
In this section we shall consider the casef(/l) = X. Our purpose is to present some 
conditions which guarantee that the sum Tof two operators U, Vis an KN-operator. 
We inquire whether 
(5.1) r(T)>r(V). 
An answer is contained in theorem 3. 
Theorem 3. Assume that 
(i) The .^-positive operator T e [ f ] can be expressed in the form T = U -F V, 
where U, Ve [ y ] are JT-positive operators andU is an u0-positive compact operator. 
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(ii) The relation 
(5.2) r(S(X)) -> +00 as X -> r(V) + 0 
holds for the spectral radius r(S(X)) of the operator S(X) = (AI — V)"1 U. The/i 
the inequality (5A) holds for the spectral radii r(T), r(V). 
Proof. Evidently, the operator-function S = S(A) depends continuously on 
X e (r(V), + oo), and 
(5.3) K^W)"* ° a5 A-> +oo . 
On the other hand, it is immediate that for every X e (r(V), + oo) S(X) is a compact 
Jf-positive operator. e>f-positiveness follows from JT-positiveness of U and V and 
from the expression 
oo 
(II - V)~l = X~\I - A - ' V Y 1 = I " 1 X A-*K*. 
Compactness follows from that of U. 
According to theorem B there is an eigenvector j/(i) e Jf\ ||yW|| = 1 > a n C i a ! 1 
eigenvalue /L(2) of the operator S(X) such that 
S(X) y(X) = fi(X) y(X) 
and 
r(S(A)) = /i(A) = |v| 
for v e <r(S(A)). The continuity of S = S(2) and the relations (5.2) and (5.3) guarantee 
the existence of a X > r(V) for which p(X) = 1. Therefore we have S(X) y(X) = y(X) 
or U y(X) + Vy(I) = X y(X). The inequality (5.1) is then a consequence of the 
relations XE(T(T), X > r(V). 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF A DOMINANT EIGENVALUE 
For the construction of a critical parameter it is necessary to know the graph 
of the function JI0 = jn0(y) in F or of some its approximation; i.e. to know jti0(y) 
in a subset F0 cz F. 
There is a useful method for the construction of the value fi0(y) the so-called 
^'source iteration method". This term comes from reactor theory, where the method 
is in favour and where it gives reliable results in practical calculations, see [2], [3], 
[5]. The theoretical foundation of convergence of the source iteration method is given 
in [3], [10], [11] and in a general setting in [7]. Since the details of this method are 
given in papers mentioned above, we shall only describe its principle. 
Let {y'n}, {z'n} be sequences of continuous linear forms on W for which there 
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exists a form y' e W such that 
(6.1) \y'n(x) - y'(x)\ + \z'n(x) - y'(x)\ S c(x) n'
1'3 
holds for any x e W, where 8 > 0 and where c and S are independent f x and S. 
Put 
(6.2) > W n ( y ) = 7T- r(?) y<„)(?) , y (0)
 e * " . >'(o> * o , 
fUy) 
(6.3) ^ ) = ^ H r -
WooOO) 
Theorem 4. In addition to the assumptions of theorem 1 let conditions (6.1) and 
(6.2) be fulfilled. Then there exists a number c = c(y) such that 
lk„)(y) - <y)*o(y)|| -*0* 
M(«)(y) -> Mo(?) , 
where 
r(y) x0(y) = li0(y) x0(y), ||x0(y)|| = 1 
(fiwcl /Lo(?) *s ^ ^ dominant eigenvalue of T(y) for each y e T. 
7. CONSTRUCTION OF A CRITICAL PARAMETER 
We shall consider the problem of constructing a critical parameter of an operator-
function T = T(y) assuming that the dominant eigenvalue fi0(y) is known for any 
y e T. According to section 6 we can use the source iteration method to determine 
fi0(y) and the corresponding eigenvector of T(y). To find a critical parameter we may 
then apply any approximate method of solution of transcendental equations. 
Of the methods frequently used in reactor theory we refer to the so-called "modified 
regula falsi" method. For the convergence of this method it is not necessary to assume 
that the operator-function T = T(y) is particularly smooth. 
Let y0a, y0b e T be such that 
(7.1) vo(yob) < - 9 vo(yoa) > i ; 
hence y0a < y0h. 
Put 
(7-2) y0c = y0a - / " ; "
 7o° [»0(y0a) - 1] , 
Wob) - W 0 a ) 
(73) y0d = i[y0a + y0b] . 
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If 
CO Toe S y0d 
then 
(!> a> 1) Mo(Vod) > 1 => Via = yod > 7ib = 7ob > 
(T> & T ) Mo(/od) < 1 < Mo(yoc) => 7la = 70c > Tib = 7od > 
(T> 7> T) Mo(7oc) < 1 => 7i« = 7oa » Tib = 7oc • 
If 
(T I) 7oc > 7od 
then 
(II, a, 1) lio(Vod) > 1 => Via = 7oa > 7lb = 7od > 
(II, fi, 1) Mo(?od) > 1 > Mo(Voc) => 7i« = 7od > 7ib = 7oc > 
(II, 7, 1) Mo(7oc) > 1 => 7ia = 7oc - 7ib = 7ob • 
Further 
(7-4) 7*,c = 7*,a ~ V ^ ^ V " ^ ^(7fc,a) - 1] > 
M7fc,b) - lWfc,a) 
(7.5) 7fc,d = ibk,a + 7fc,b] 
and again, if 
(I, fc + 1) yk>c S 7*,d 
we may cont inue, 
( I , a, fc + i ) Mo(7fc,d) > 1 => 7*+i,« = 7*,d > 7fc+i,b = 7fc,b > 
(I , £, k + 1) Mo(7fc,d) < 1 < Mo(7*,c) => 7fc+i,a = 7fc,c > 7fc+i,b = 7*,d > 
(I , 7, fc + 1) Mo(7*,c) < 1 => 7*+l,a = 7fc,a > 7*+i>b = yk,c > 
o r if 
(II , k + 1) y*,c > 7fc,d > 
we may cont inue, 
( I I , a, fc + 1) Mo(7fc,d) < 1 => 7fc + i,a = 7*,a > 7fc + i,b = 7fc,d > 
(I I , /?, fc + 1) Mo(7fc,d) > 1 > Mo(7*,c) => 7fc + i,a = yk,d > 7fc+i,b = 7fc,c > 
(II , 7, fc + 1) l*0(7fc,c) > 1 => 7fc+i,« = 7fc,c > 7fc + i,b = 7fc,b • 
v 
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of theorems 1 and 2 the modified regula falsi 
method defined by (7.2) —(7.5) and formulae (I, a,/?, y), (II, a, /?, y) converges 
to the critical parameter y0 of the operator-function T= T(y), i.e. fi0(y0) = 1; 
moreover 
(7.6) y0 = lim y M = lim ykth. 
k-* 00 fc-> 00 
Proof. From the monotonicity of ju0 = fi0(y) it follows that 
(7-7) yk,b > 7fc.c > tfc,« > k = 0, 1, ... 
From the definition of the process investigated there it follows that 
C 7 ' 8 ) r * + M ~ yk+l,a g ~ r^Ob - 7 0 a ] 
2 f c 
and hence yfc+l j f t - yk+Ua -> 0. 
N o w set Ffc = <yfc?a , y M > . Then according to (7.8) we have 
00 
n r* = {y}, 
fc = 0 
where y e F and 
(7-9) 7 = lim y M = lim y M . 
fc->oo fc-+oc 
From continuity of the function fi0 = /L0(y) we obtain that 
(7-l°) f*o(f) = l i m iWo(Tfc,a) - lim /L 0 (y M ) , 
fc-^ao fc-» oo 
hence according to (7.4) one has that 
|MO(7M) " ! l 
ľfc.c - ľfc,aí 
ľfc,Ь ~ ľfc,a 
[Mo(ľfc,a) - Џo(yk,ъ)~] й Џo(Уk,a) - ßo(Уk,ь) -» 0 
as k -> + GO; therefore jU0(yM) -» 1, /i0(y) = 1 and thus y = y0. 
If there exists a continuous derivative /i0, then we can prove the convergence of the 
usual regula falsi process, which is more simple than the modified process. Note that 
in the preceding proof the existence of the derivative /i0 was not needed. 
Theorem 6. Let the assumptions of the theorems 1 and 2 be fulfilled and let the 
operator-function T' = T'(y) be continuous in F. Then the regula falsi process, 
defined by 
(7-i i) yk+1 = 7fc - -1~^Y^ IMyk) - i] 
fWk) - AWo«) 
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converges to the critical parameter y0 of the operator-function T = T(y) if 
(7.12) ^^(yo)<^yA^A. 
70 ~ yOa 
Proof. Put 
cp(y) = y-—y~yoaf . [ f t ( y ) - i ] , 
W) ~ WOa) 
where y0a 4= 7o- The function p0 = jii0(y) is continuous according to lemma 4. 
Therefore, according to (7.12), the inequality 
(7-13) W'(y)\ < i 
holds in some neighbourhood Q of the point y0. The convergence of the process 
(7.11) then follows from (7.13) if y t e Q. Thus there exists a y e F such that 
ў = lim yk 
and y = (p(y). This means that 
lW) - ^o(Toa) 
hence 
(7T4) /i0(y) = 1 . 
Obviously y0 = y is the required critical parameter. 
R e m a r k 1. In (7.11) the values of the derivative /i0 do not occur explicitely. Thus 
there is a single difficulty consisting in no information concerning the neighbourhood 
Q in which (7.13) holds. The bounds of Q can be approximated by applying a few 
steps of the modified regula falsi method. 
R e m a r k 2. In practical calculations usually we combine the source iteration 
method with the regula falsi method. Several source iterations are carried out with 
the value given, and then one step of the regula falsi method performed. If a satis­
factory result is not obtained, then again source iterations are performed with the 
corrected value yt. This procedure is particularly suitable when T = T(y) depends 
on y weakly [2], [8], [11]. 
8. APPLICATIONS 
Let <& = r#(<0, 1>) be the space of continuous functions on <0, 1> with the usual 
uniform norm. Let J f cz ^ be the cone of non-negative functions, r^urthermore 
let h = h(s, t) be a continuous function on <0, !> x <0, 1>, and ve(W. Assume 
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the existence of nonnegative constants a l9 a2 with 
0 < ax = min h(s, t) , 
s,te(0,l) 
0 = a2 = v(s) . 
Then the operator T = U + V, where 
(8.1) Ux = y = y(s) = j h(s, t) x(t) dt, 
Vx = y = y(s) = v(s) x(s) 
s ^-positive. Moreover, the operator U is compact and u0-positive, where u0(s) = 1 
or s e < 0 , 1>. 
We shall show that Tis strongly u0-positive. Let x e C%', x + o. Then there exist 
a > 0, /? > 0 such that 
(8.2) a = h(s, t) x(t) dt = ß , 
Evidently there is a constant K such that 
(8.3) v(s) x(s) = K 
(e.g. take K < \\v\\ ||x||). Hence 
V ° — II II II 11/ 
r1 
a = h(s, t) x(t) dt + v(s) x(s) = ft + K 
Jo 
this can be formally written as 
(8.4) au0 < Tx < (/] + K) u0 , 
showing that Tis also u0-positive. 
Strong u0-positivity of T follows from strong u0-positivity of U and from the fact 
that every x e f can be expressed in the form x = x t — x2, where xi9 x2 G C/f. 
Then we have 
Tx -< Txx -< (P + K) u0 , p = P(xx) , K = K(XX) 
and thus QTX -< u0, where Q = (/? + K )
_ 1 > 0. Thus we have proved more than 
assumption (i) from theorem 3 for T = U + V. The assumption (ii) of theorem 3 
is evidently fulfilled, since 
[AI-Vy>(s) = (A-v(s))->x(s). 
According to theorem 3, T = U + Vis an RN-operator. 
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If the operators of the type just described depend continuously on a parameter y, 
they can, under some further assumptions, describe the energy-dependence of nuclear 
processes in a given medium. It is evident from the preceding sections how it is 
possible to obtain the existence of a critical parameter, which guarantees the pos-
sibility of sustaining a neutron chain reaction in a given homogeneous medium, [8]. 
For non-homogeneous media, the existence proof has not been given yet. On the 
basis of our results it is possible to solve the problem of criticality in general non-
homogeneous media. We shall do this in the following section. 
The question connected with the critical parameter of the multigroup energy-
approximation of the kinetic theory of nuclear reactors is considered in the [11, 
section 5]. This problem can be also included under the common scheme investigated 
in the present paper. 
The properties of the so-called basic equations of a nuclear reactor depending 
continuously on the energy [5, p. 47] specifically the as yet unsolved problem of 
existence of a dominant isolated eigenvalue and further related problems can be 
treated by the method described here. 
9. CHAIN REACTION WITH FAST NEUTRONS IN A HETEROGENEOUS 
SLAB MESH 
We shall use the results of the preceding sections to investigate the problem of 
sustaining a chain reaction in a heterogeneous slab mesh. We shall consider essentially 
the existence problems, since this problem mentioned above was studied by usual 
methods of theoretical physics in [2] and [12]. Our results are contained in theorems 
7 and 8. 
In agreement with [2] and [12], consider the system of integral equations 
(9.1) i/y(i)(E) = Alt(E, E\ B) I/J
(1)(E') dEf + 
JEO 
/-Eoo 








+ A22(E, E\ B)^
(2)(E')dEf , 
JEO 
where 0 < E0 < Erf < +oo, 0 < B and where i/y = (*/l
(1), i//(2)) denotes the density 
of neutrons. 
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Next, let a = a t + a2 where oci > 0, a2 > 0 be fixed numbers. The kernels in (9.1) 
are defined as 
1 1 
J n ( £ , £ ' , ß ) = A . ( £ , £ ' ) 
A22(E,E',B) = Л2(E,E +Г(£ 
Л 1 2 ( E , E ' , B ) = ,d2(£,E') 
J 2 1 ( £ , £ ' , ß ) = Л , ( £ , £ ' ) 
ГДЕ') a. 2*(£') 
1 
) a2 !§(£') 
A 
a2 £ , (£ ' ) Г 2 ( Е ' ) ' 
A 
a, ! , ( £ ' ) Г 2 ( £ ' ) ' 
where 
(9.2) J ^ E , £') = v^E') 2ľ{(£') S(£) + Z[(E') T(E, £') + 
+ I\(E') Ò(E - £') = 9j(£, £') + ! ! (£ ' ) <5(£ - £ ' ) , 
zl2(£, £') = v 2 (£) 2ľ{(£) S(£) + 2ľ2(£) T(£, £') + 








o ә(t, E) 
«Ľьăiátt 
o g(ř> E) 
where 
g(t, £) = 1 - 2 exp 1 - - a l ( £ ) l cos Ba + exp i - - a l ( £ ) i , 
/ ( ( , £) = t ( l - exp j - 1 a ^ ^ j Y l - exp | - ± a 2 Z 2 (E) | ) . 
. I l — exp J a l ( £ ) V ). cos Ba , 
f(t, E) = t ( l - exp j - 1 a ^ ^ ß j l V l - ( e x p j - j a22J2(£)l + 
tp j - - a l ( £ ) | j cos ßa + exp j - - (a2I2(E) + a2;(£))jj + exr 
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1 - ( e x p J - - a 1 I 1 ( E U + f(t9E)= til - exp J - - a2Z2(F) 
+ exp i - - ocZ(E) i J cos Ba + exp i - - ( a ^ ^ E ) + aZ(E)) 
The quantities 
VJ = VJ(E)9 Z} = Z)(E)9 Z< = Z<j(E)9 ZJ = ZJ(E)9 ZJ = ZJ(E)9 
Zj(E) = Z}(E) + Zej(E) + ZJ(E) , Z = Z(E) , T = T(E, E'), S = S(E) 
introduced in (9.2) are given non-negative functions continuous in <E0, Ew> and 
S = 6(E) is the Dirac delta-function. 
We shall find an interval Ga = <0, B^) such that cos B^a = 0, cos Ba > 0 for 
B G Ga. Evidently B^ > 0. Without loss of generality we shall assume that B e Ga. 
Lemma 5. For B e Ga we have 
(9.3) A(F3 B) < ax ZX(E), A(F, B) < a2 Z2(E). 
Proof. Evidently A and A are increasing functions of B e Ga and for these B 
1 
A(E, B) ^ ì - exp ) a^ ZX(E) l ) t åt < ax Z^(E) át = aľ ZX(E) . 
Similarly one can prove the second inequality in (9.3). As a consequence of (9.3), 
there is 
M S'(E' £,) fe - ̂ b> "(E- s + ̂  ° • 
s=(£-£,)[iiv^^+s>o' 
where 3 is a constant independent of E, E' and B. 
The system (9.1) may symbolically be written as 
(9.5) 
where 
ф = U(B) ф + V(B) ф , 
U(B) = (UJk(B)), V(B) = (VJk(B)) , j,k= 1,2: 
are matrix-functions defined by 
(9.6) UJk(B) <?<*> = f % , ( £ , E') Xjk(E', B) <pW(E') d £ ' , 
JEO 
VJk(B)<p™ = 11(E) Xjk(E,B)<pM(E) 
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and 
Xn(E,B) = ^ - — ^ A ( E 9 B ) 9 
ZX(E) a t I{(E) 
X22(E,B) = ^-~j—A(E9B)9 
I2(E) a211(E) 
Xi2(E, B) = * A(E9 B) , X2l = I A(E, B) . 
a2 It(E) I2(E) a t IX(E) I2(E) 
In proving that the system (9.1) has a non trivial solution for the suitable B0 it 
suffices to show that the assumptions (a) — (d) of theorem 1 are fulfilled. 
Let ty = ^ « 0 , 1 » x ^(<0, 1 » be the space of vector-functions \// = (\f/(X)9 ij/
(2)) 
continuous on <E0, E^} with the norm 
ll^l = M a x [ max |<A(1)(£)| , max \^(2)(E)\] 
EG<Eo,£oo> Ee(Eo,Eoo> 
and let Jf c <W be the cone of vector-functions with non-negative components 





j9 I9 Sj there follows compactness of U(B); from their positivity there follows 
Jf-positivity of U^(B) and Vjk(B) for B e Ga. 
Lemma 6. The operator-function U = U(B) defined by (9.6) and (9.5) is strongly 




J)(E) = 1 
ifEe<E0, E^y. 
Proof. It suffices to prove only u0-positivity of U(B). According to (9.4) we have 
8 [%a)(E) dE = P " £ 9k(E, E') Xjk(E\ B) ^\E') AE
f 
JEo JEo fc=1 
fo r ij/ e X9 ii = (ip
(1)
9 i//
(2))> \jj(j) ^ 0 . 
If we put 
A = max $k(E9 E') Xjk(E'9 B) , 
E,E'G<E0,Eoo> 
"£o 
r\ = í °^J\E)dE 
then 
(9.7) driu0 < U(B) \j/ < Ar]u0 . 
Thus the operator U(B) is u0-positive. Strong w0-positiveness is a consequence of the 
fact that every element \j/ e <W can be written as i> = ^ i — <A2» where <Aj e $C. Then 
U(B) yj, -< U(S) >Ai < M ' / ' i ) "o • 
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Lemma 7. The operator T(B) = U(B) + V(B), where U(B), V(B) are defined 
by (9.6) and (9.5), is strongly u0-positive. 
The p roo f coincides with that of corresponding assertion in section 8, and therefore 
will not be repeated. 
Lemma 8. The operator T(B) is an RN-operator forBe Ga. 
Proof. We shall verify the assumptions of theorem 3. Assumption (i) is fulfilled 
according to lemma 6. 
Evidently 
r(V(B)) = max T(E, B) 
EG<E0,Eoo) 
where 
T(E, B) = i(Z\(E) Xn(E9 B) + r2(E) X22(E, B) + 
+ {1(I\(E) Xll(E, B) + 25(E) l22(E9 B))
2 + 
+ I\(E)r2(E)Xl2(E,B)X21(E,B)-
- 11(E) Xn(E9 B) 11(E) X22(E9 B)f . 
Let X > r(V(B)). Then 
R(X,V(B))^(XI- V(B))~1 = 
= {(X - E\(E) Xll(E, B)) (X - r2(E) X22(E, B)) - I\(E) Xl2(E, B) F2(E) Xll(E, B)} X 
x f(X - I\(E) Xn(E, B))"
1 , r2(E) Xi2(E9 B) 
\I\(E) Xll(E, B), (X- r2(E) X22(E9 B)Y\ 
It is clear that there exists a positive function vB = vB(X), B e Ga, such that 
(XI- V(B))-1u0>vB(X)u09 
where vB(X) -> + oo as X -> r(V(B)) + 0. 
Using uo-positivity or rather (9.7), we obtain that 
[XI - V(B)]"1 U(B) u0 > a[XI - V(B)]-
1 u0 > oc vB(X) u0 , 
where a depends only on u0, B, but not on X. According to theorem B we have that 
(9.8) r(S(/l)) -> oo as X -> r(V(B)) + 0 . 
Thus the assumption (ii) of the theorem 3 is also fulfilled, and therefore 
r(T(B)) > r(V(B)) . 
This proves that T(B) is an RiV-operator. 
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Put 
FJk(B) <pW s Xj)jEt B) <pO<>(E), 
Sk<pW^rk(E)cp^(E), 
Gkę
w = &k(E, E') ę
(k)(E') áE' . 
Eo 
Then 
VJk(B)<pW = SkFJk(B)<pW, 
UJk(B) q>™ = Gk FJk(B) «p«, 
\UJk(B) + VJk(Bj] cpM = (Sk + Gk) FJk(B) <p<*> 
Assume that 
(9.9) (p(k)(E) ^ a > 0 , 
where a is a constant independent of E and let 
(9.10) O ^ B ! < B 2 , B!,B2eGa. 
Let us consider the vector-function 
a = lFJk(Bt) - FJk(B2)] cp^ . 
Obviously the inequalities 
A(E, B2) < A(E, BO , 0 S Bx < B2 , Bi9 B2 e Ga 
hold uniformly relatively to E e <E0? £ „ ) . On the other hand, 
A(E, BO < A(F, B2) , A(E, Bx) < A(E, B2), B! < B2 . 
uniformly relatively to Fe<F0, E^). Therefore there exists a positive number 
P = p(Bu B2) such that 
Hence 
and thus 
Xjk(E, Вx) - Xjk(E, B2)^ß, 1 ѓ j , k й 2 . 
(9.11) X {£7yà(B.) + Fд(B.) - U,.*(B2) - VJk(B2)} cp^ = 
fc= 1 
= í ( \ + G*) [r^(ßi) - rд(B2)] <p
m > CuУ>, f > o, c = Ç(Bi, в2) 
t = l 
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where the order in each component ^(<F0 , F^)) is denoted by the same symbol -< 
as in <&. Relation (9.H) can be written as 
(9.12) [T(B.) - T(B2)] cp > C«o , 
where £ = C(Bl9 B2, cp) is a positive constant. 
The continuity of the operator-function T = T(B) follows from uniform continuity 
of the systems {xjk(E> #)}? h k = 1,2, relative to F e <F0, Foo). The proof of this 
assertion is the same as in the case of the homogeneous slab, and is given in [8]. 
From (9.12) and from the fact that for every u0-positive vector q> e JT, there 
is a $ = S(cp) such that u0 >- Sep there easily follows the 
Lemma 9, The operator-function T = T(B) defined by 
T(B) = U(B) + V(B), 
where U(B), V(B) are given by (9.6) and (9.5), fulfil the assumption (d) of theorem 1. 
Lemma 10. If there exist continuous derivatives (djdB) XJU(E-> B), I, k = 1,2, 
E e <F0, Emy then the operator-function T = T(y) is differentiable in F. 
The proof is evident. 
From lemmae 5 — 10 and according to theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the main result 
of this section. 
Theorem 7. The operator T(B) = U(B) + V(B), B e Ga, has a dominant positive 
eigenvalue fi0(B); to this eigenvalue there corresponds one single u0-positive eigen-
vector i//0(B) e JT, [|t/l0(B)]| = 1. The value l/0(B) is a simple pole of the resolvent 
R(A, T(B)). The function pi0 = //0(B) is decreasing and continuously differ-entiable 
in Ga. 
It is clear that the criticality depends of the degree of the heterogeneity, characterized 
by a, <xl9 a2. For fixed a1 and a2 the condition of criticality can be characterized 
by theorem 2. 
Theorem 8. Let 
(9.13) CDJ(B) = (En - E0) { max [9t(E9 E') Xn(E', B) + 
E,E'e<Eo,Eoo> 
+ »2(E, £') Xji(E', B)]} + max [l\(E) XJI(E', B) + 
E,E'e<Eo,Eoo> 
+ Z2(E)xj2(E',B)], j= 1,2, 
(9+4) OJ(B) = Max (co^B), co2(B)} . 
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Let us assume that the inequality 
(9.15) co(B) < 1 
holds for at least one B e Ga, and let there exist a vector v0 e JT, ||v0|| = 1, with 
(9.16) T ( 0 ) v o > v o . 
Then there exists precisely one critical parameter B0 of the operator-function 
T~ T(B) i.e. there exists precisely one B0 ^ 0 for which the system (9.1) has a 
positive solution in <E0, Foo). 
Proof . From (9.15) it follows easily that there is at least one BeGa for which 
||r(B)[| < 1. According to the remark following theorem 2, assumption (4.7) of 
theorem 2 is fulfilled. On the other hand, from (9.16) there follows (4.8) of the same 
theorem. As a consequence we obtain the assertion which is to be proved. 
Remark . Usually the eigenvector \J/0(B) corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue 
fi0(B) of the operator T(S) is taken as the vector v0 in (9.16) for some B e Ga. 
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Výtah 
O JEDNÉ ÚLOZE MATEMATICKÉ FYSIKY 
Ivo MAREK 
V reálném Banachově prostoru ®J s kuželem kladných prvků CtC je dána soustava 
T — T(y) u0-kladných lineárních ohraničených operátorů T(y), spojitě závislých 
na reálném parametru y e T = <(-<*» y + oo>- Předpokládá se, že pro každý operátor 
T(y) existuje po částech analytická funkce / taková, že f(T(y)) = U + V, kde U 
je kompaktní, V ohraničený lineární operátor a pro spektrální poloměry platí ne­
rovnost r(f(T(y))) > r(V). Je dokázáno, že každý operátor T(y) má dominantní 
kladnou vlastní hodnotu fi0(y) a ta je jednoduchým pólem resolventy operátoru T(y). 
Hlavním výsledkem práce je důkaz existence a jednoznačnosti tak zvaného kritického 
parametru, to jest hodnoty y0 e F, pro níž ft0(y0) = 1 (věty 1 a 2). K přibližnému 
sestrojování prvků fi0(y) a y0 je předložena iterační metoda a je dokázána její kon­
vergence (věty 4, 5). Kromě řešení základní úlohy týkající se kritického parametru 
obsahuje práce některé výsledky, jež mají samostatný význam. To se týká především 
věty 3, ve které je uvedena jednoduchá podmínka zaručující pro spektrální poloměr 
r(T) součtu dvou Jf-kladných operátorů T = U + V platnost nerovnosti r(T) > 
> r(V). V posledním odstavci jsou teoretické výsledky užity k důkazu existence 
a jednoznačnosti kritického parametru soustavy integrálních rovnic popisujících 
řetězovou reakci v deskové mříži. 
Р е з ю м е 
ОБ ОДНОЙ ЗАДАЧЕ МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКОЙ ФИЗИКИ 
ИБО МАРЕК (1УО МАКЕК) 
В вещественном банаховом пространстве ®/ с конусом положительных 
элементов дано семейство /л0-положительных линейных ограниченных опера­
торов Т = Т(у), непрерывно зависящих от вещественного параметра у е Г а 
а ( — оо, -г со). Предполагается, что каждому Т(у) соответствует по частям 
аналитическая функция/, для которой /(Т(у)) = ^ + V, где ^ — вполне непре­
рывный оператор, V ~ ограниченный оператор и для спектральных радиусов 
г(/(Т(у))), г(У) имеет место неравенство г(/(Т(у))) > г(У). Доказано, что каждый 
оператор Т(у) обладает доминантным положительным собственным значением 
1л0(у), и это значение является простым полюсом резольвенты оператора Т(у). 
Основным результатом статьи является доказательство существования и един-
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ственности так называемого критического параметра у0, то есть значения, 
для которого ^о(Уо) = 1 (теоремы 1 и 2). Для приближенной конструкции значе­
ний у0 и /л0(Уо) предложен итерационный метод и доказана его сходимость 
(теоремы 4 и 5). Кроме основной проблемы, касающейся критического пара­
метра, в статье приведены некоторые предложения, имеющие самостоятельное 
значение. Сюда принадлежит теорема 3, в которой дается простое условие, 
обеспечивающее для спектрального радиуса г(Т) суммы двух /Ж-положитель-
ных операторов Т = II + V справедливость неравенства г(Г) > т(У). В послед­
ней главе теоретические результаты применены для доказательства существо­
вания и единственности критического параметра для системы интегральных 
уравнений, описывающих цепную реакцию в слоистой решетке. 
Ашког'з асМгезз; С8с. кю Магек, МагетаЦску й5ТаV К а г ^ у итуегзку, РгаЬа - КагНп, 
8око1оу5ка 83. 
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